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There is now a general interest in detecting the form factor, which is usually expressed as a 

term of 'weak magnetism' and a term of pseudos.calar coupling added to the usual V-A Fermi weak 

interaction theory1. But, unfortunately, this effect is, in general, so small in the j3 -decay pheno

mena that it is difficult to detect experimeri'tally. Up to now this effect cannot be said to be estab

lished2. Recently, w~ carried out a calculation for the processes of ·,),A. -capture without the emis· 

sion of a neutron or proton under the assumption that the initial nucleus has spin ~~. and jumps into 

a final state with spin 3/2. We assume the density matrix of the initial state·to be 3 

'( --- -- ~ )' 7( I -t- ~ · 3/V -t o; · ~.... -t € CJ,v ·ct. ( 1 ) 
___. 

where S111 and 5,a are the polarization of the nucleus and the fl -meson, which are equal 

to each other in the triplet state and equal to zero for the singlet state, € is a number which 

is equal to 1/3 for the pure triplet state and equal to -1 for the pure singlet state. For mixed 

state, the density matrix can still be written in the aboTe form, but with different value of E va

rying from -1 to 1/3, which characterizes the population of singlet and triplet state. The form fac- · 

tor is assumed here to be the same as that assumed by Chou Kuang-chao et al.4 We neglect the mo

mentum of proton and A -meson in the initial state. Following the standard method of calculation 

we obtain .the following transiti~ probability of the nucleus transiting from the spin ~~ to the spin 

3/2 state: 

( 2 ) 

where G is the Fermi constant, ~ is the Bohr orbit of M -mesic hydrogen atoms, 

CfJ is the energy of neutrino, ;L is the ratio of Gamow-Teller constant to the Fermi constant 

and is e.qual to 1.25 in the J3 -decay; _,«. is the anomalous gyromagnetic ratio which characte

rizises the term of weak magnetism and is equal to 3. 7, f is the pseudoscalar coupling cons

tant which is estimated as 8 1\... for processes of the, ft -capture by proton. J3= ~ · J 
A is the number of nucleons in the nucleus. / M &: T. / is the square of the matrix elem~nt for 

Gamow-Teller transition which is shown by Joffe5 to be 

I '2.. J3 'L( I z 1. ) 
fVIu-.r./ = I f\1€r.T. I t- 3 1 < r >A ( 3). 

M:. T. is the matrix elements for the corresponding f3 -decay, <: ir1.)A is the square of the 

radius of the charge corresponding to the axial Tector transition and is equal to the square of the 

radius in the magnetic radiative transition of nuclei belong to the same isotopic multiplet. 

We can see from formula ( 2 ), if the nucleus is captured in the singlet state, i.e. € == - l, 
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and consider all the form factors being removed by putting .).L = f .= 0, ll = 1; then this pro

cess .will be completely forbidden within the limits of approximation we make here. But. if the form 

factor is taken into account, then this process is possible and the transition probability is approxi-· 

mate.ly · 1/8 of the ordinary transition. Thus, the experiments on capture in singlet state can be 

used as a test for form factors. Why in. this calculation have we obtained such a resuit? The reason 

is that in alloweduansitions the neutrino.is always in the :r~ ·~ state .. when .)A -meson is cap

tured in the singlet state, this process will be completely forbidden by conservation of angular mo

mentum, except there are higher waves of neutrinos;s wave function. As we know, the form factor is 

alw11ys accompanied by higher waves of neutrino. Thus, when the large background of the 'J" = ~ 

wave is re~oved by conservation of angular momentum, the contribution of form factor will become 

the most important term in comparison .with the other ones we neglect here. Evidently, similar si

tuation occurs. in the nuclei with a spin greater than ~. 
As we k~ow6, when the .A.L ·· -meson is captured in the K -orbit of a nucleus in the metal

lic state, the A.· -m~son in the ~;~pp~r }typerfine structure state ,h~s ·.11 great probability for transi- . 

tion to the lower state and gives it.s1riirgy to the conducting ele~tron. 'For example, in AJ the ·cran- · 

. ~ition probability is of order of 106 sec.-1. Th~s, for light nuClei w~ can det~ct the form factor by 

comparing the· transition probability of capture in metallic state and in ionic crystal state where we 

can expect that the population of two hyperfine structure state is determined by the ordinary statis-
. . . .. ' -tical distribution provided that there does not exist any. other special mechanism. Besides, the 

,«.. -meson in the upper hyperfine structure state also can transit into the lower state by means of . 

a magnetic dipole transition. As is known this process is proportional to the '/- th power of the 

effective charg~7. Thus, for heavy nuclei or the nuclei having an effective charge z* / 35, 

nearly all of the .M- -mesons in the upper hyperfine structure state will tmnsit into the lower 

state. Of course, the magnetic dipole transition can be influenced by means of a strong magnetic 

field, and. then we can adjust the population by means of a magnetic field. 

The author wishes to express 'his gratitude to Professor J .A. Smorodinsky for his kind' inte

rest in this work aad the discussion of the results and to Professor Tzu Huang-yuan for many help

ful suggesdons~.Thanks' are also due to Chou Kuang~chao and Professor I.S . Shapiro for valuable 

discussions. 
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